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   The Model B-DTS-DL-9 Berry Dip Tank Scalder with Dual 
Lane capacity is being used in Paw Harvesting operations on the 
return line.  While remaining on the shackles, the paws are im-
mersed into the tank as the steam injected hot water softens the 
paws which aids in the removal of cuticle and ammonia burns. 
This pre-heating method may also be used on Wings to soften cu-
ticle and feathers for easier removal. 
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Berry Dip Tank Scalder - Model B-DTS-DL-9 

WATER 
Input: 2" NPT Connection (25 PSI Max) 
Drain: 3" NPt Connection 
Regulated between 120°-180°  

CAPACITY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL LINE SPEEDS  

HEIGHT APPROX 48” 

WIDTH TANK APPROX 16”, OVERALL APPROX. 50” 

LENGTH APPROX 195” OAL 

STEAM 
CONNECTION 

1" NPT 
( Steam rated ball valve is customer supplied ) 
300 lbs steam/hr 
125 PSI from plant  
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Berry Dip Tank Scalder- Model B-DTS-DL-9 

Construction: 
The Berry DTS-DL-9 is designed for maximum safety and ease of operation. The machine is 
constructed entirely of stainless steel and brass for durability and easy cleanup.  
 
Operation: 
Paws are lowered into the Berry Dual Lane Dip Tank Scalder where water and steam mix to create 
the desired temperature for softening the paws for removal of cuticle and ammonia burns.  Consistent 
temperature is maintained through temperature controls.  This model has dual lane capacity. 
Also processes wings to soften feathers for easier removal. 
 
Maintenance: 
With proper operation, the only maintenance the Berry  Dual Lane Dip Tank Scalder requires is 
daily cleaning and checking of various parts for wear and tear, or possible leaks. 
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